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1. Introduction 

The objective of this report is to summarize the inter comparison and validation 
results of the sea level datasets generated during the extension of the ESA Sea Level 
Climate Change Initiative program (SL_cci+). The goal here is to certify the quality 
of the final datasets distributed to the users. 
 
A 16-year-long (June 2002 to May 2018), high-resolution (20-Hz), along-track sea 
level dataset at monthly interval, together with associated sea level trends,  at 429 
coastal sites in six regions (Northeast Atlantic, Mediterranean Sea, West Africa, 
North Indian Ocean, Southeast Asia and Australia) has been produced. This new 
coastal sea level product is based on complete reprocessing of raw radar altimetry 
waveforms from the Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3 missions.  

The reprocessing method consists of: (1) using an adapted retracking methodology 
to estimate the altimeter range from waveforms collected in the coastal zone, (2) 
using improved geophysical corrections, and (3) applying a strict data editing 
procedure adapted to coastal ocean conditions. The approach has been applied to 
the high frequency (20-Hz, corresponding to a ground separation of ~300 m between 
two estimates) along-track measurements from the Low Resolution Mode of the 
Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3 missions (the output products have been produced with 
this 20-Hz along-track resolution). For each satellite track, the sea level data of each 
mission have been combined into a single record over the study period (June 2002 
to May 2018), and further expressed in terms of sea level anomalies located along a 
theoretical mean reference track. At all 20 Hz points along the track, the original 
sea level anomalies at 10-day interval have been further averaged on a monthly basis 
and sea level trends over 2002-2018 have been computed. This data set is presented 
in a publication submitted in June 2020 to the Nature Scientific Data journal (The 
Climate Change Initiative Team, 2020). A focus on a specific case (the Senetosa site) 
has also be the object of a publication (Gouzenes et al., 2020).  

 

2. Overview 

From the 10-day X-TRACK/ALES sea level anomalies (SLAs), we constructed another 
edited product called ‘Coastal Sea Level Product 2’ that not only includes SLA time 
series (expressed as monthly averages), at each 20-Hz point along a track portion of 
20 km from the coast, but also sea level trends and associated standard errors. This 
‘Coastal Sea Level Product 2’ contains a much smaller number of track portions than 
the original data set because based on a severe data selection, largely based on 
trend estimates (see below).  The product includes monthly SLAs, simply computed 
by averaging available 10-day data (the monthly SLAs are based on a maximum of 4 
values but sometimes only 2 or 1 value are available in the monthly interval).  At 
each along-track 20-Hz point from 20 km offshore to the coast, annual and semi-
annual signals were removed by fitting sinusoidal functions to the SLA time series. 
An editing was further applied by computing the mean of the deseasonalized and 
detrended SLA time series, and removing outliers located outside a 2-sigma threshold 
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around the root mean squares of the time series. After re introducing the initial 
trend, a new trend and its associated 1-sigma formal error were estimated through 
a least-squares fit of a linear function to the edited SLA time series. Note that we 
do not correct the SLA time series for the regional contribution of Glacial Isostatic 
Adjustment. Such a correction is small (<1 mm/yr) and can be further removed from 
the estimated trends by the users.     

The criteria considered for the selection of the monthly SLAs plus trends of the 
Coastal Sea Level Product 2 are listed below: 

• Number of valid data of the SLA time series at each 20-Hz points (missing data 
<50%) 

• Distribution of the valid data as uniform as possible across the three Jason 
missions. In a number of cases, Jason-1 data were much less numerous than the 
Jason-2 data. The corresponding SLA time series were then discarded. 

• Trend values in the range –15 mm/yr  to +15 mm/yr 

• Standard errors on trends < 2 mm/yr. 

• Continuity of trend values between successive 20 Hz points. Too abrupt changes 
in trends over very short distances were considered as spurious and the 
corresponding point was removed. This mostly occurred close to the coast but 
sometimes, at a larger distance from the coast. 

With this selection approach, we discarded a large number of along-track 20-Hz 
points considered as not accurate enough to compute reliable trends. This led us to 
retain only 429 track portions from the initial set of 628 original track portions. We 
further identified them by a coastal site where the satellite track crosses land. The 
selected sites are named by the region and the track number to which they belong 
and by the site number on the track, going from north to south. 

 

 

3. General Quality Assessment (LEGOS): Statistics on coastal sea level trends 

In this section, we present statistics on coastal sea level trends and associated trend 
errors, as well on distances to the coast of the first valid point for the 429 selected 
sites. These results are shown in the form of histograms. For coastal trends and 
associated errors, separate histograms are provided for ascending and descending 
satellite tracks, as well as for ‘sea to land’ and ‘land to sea’ flying directions. 
Similarly, histograms of closest distance to the coast of the first valid point are 
presented for ascending and descending satellite tracks, as well as for ‘sea to land’ 
and ‘land to sea’ flying directions. In all cases, this is done for all six regions together 
and for each region individually. Results are presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for all 
six coastal zones.  

The histograms shown in Figure 1 display no differences between ascending and 
descending tracks in terms of trends distribution. Although it has to be noted that 
the sites where the track crosses land are different for ascending and descending 
tracks, the distributions looks quite similar in both cases and mean trend values are 
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on the same order of magnitude within 0.1 mm/yr. The mean value for all tracks 
amount to 2.6 mm/yr. Note that this trend value is not GIA-corrected.   

The mean and median trend errors are also similar for ascending and descending 
tracks, and on the order of 1.1 mm/yr.  Note that there is no trend error larger than 
2 mm/yr, a consequence of one of our selection criteria.  

In Figure 2 are shown the distributions of the closest distance to the coast (first valid 
point) for the same configurations as Figure 1. Again little difference is observed 
between ascending and descending tracks, with a mean distance of 3.5 km for all 
sites. On the other hand, we note better performance for the sea to land 
configuration (mean value of 3.2 km, more sites with closest distance to coast < 2 
km) than the land to sea configuration. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Histograms of trends  (mm/yr) for ascending, descending, sea to land, 
land to sea and all tracks (upper panel); Histograms of associated 

trend errors (mm/yr) (lower panel).  
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Figure 2. All regions: Histograms of distance to coast of the first valid point (km) 
for ascending, descending, sea to land, land to sea and all tracks. 

 

Similar histograms for individual regions (not shown) display some differences from 
one region to another. In the Mediterranean Sea, 70 sites are selected. Their mean 
coastal trend is 1.9 +/-1.0 mm/yr. No difference is noted between ascending and 
descending tracks. There is a smaller amount of land to sea configurations in the 
selected sites, with slightly smaller coastal trends (1.7 +/- 1. mm/yr) than in the sea 
to land case (coastal trends of 2. +/- 1. mm/yr). The distances of the first valid point 
to the coast are spread from < 1 km to > 5 km. The mean distance is in the 3-4 km 
range but a larger number of cases fall within less than 2 km from the coast.  

In the northeast Atlantic region, 44 sites are selected. The mean trend is 2.0 +/- 
1.2 mm/yr. Only slight difference is observed between ascending (1.85 +/- 1.2 
mm/yr) and descending tracks (2.05 +/- 1.2 mm/yr). Five time more measurement 
points are seen for the sea to land configuration than the land to sea one. The mean 
distance of the closest valid point is 3.5 km, with only few cases < 2 km and most of 
the distribution lying between 2 km and 4 km. 

26 sites only are selected along the Western Africa region. The mean rate of coastal 
sea level rise is 2.15 +/- 0.9 mm/yr. Along ascending tracks, the mean trend is 2.0 
+/- 0.9 mm/yr while it is only 1.35 +/- 0.9 mm/yr along descending tracks. But the 
latter concerns a much smaller number of measurement points. We also observe 
more sea to land cases than land to sea, due to the particular configuration of the 
African coast and Jason tracks. On average, the closest distance to coast distribution 
is in the 2-4 km range, with most of the cases included between 3 and 4 km to the 
coast. In the northern Indian Ocean region, 57 sites have been selected. The average 
distance to coast of the first valid point lies in the 3-4 km range but we observe a 
large spread from < 1 km to > 5-6 km from the coast. The mean trend is 3.5 +/- 1. 
mm/yr, with no noticeable difference between ascending and descending tracks nor 
between sea to land and land to sea directions.  

The Southeast Asia region displays the largest number of selected sites (177), with 
a mean trend of 2.7 +/- 1.2 mm/yr. As for the north Indian Ocean region, no 
significant difference is seen between ascending and descending tracks nor between 
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sea to land and land to sea directions. The mean distance of the closest valid point 
is 3.8 km, with a maximum of the distribution between 3 km and 4 km.   

Finally, 55 sites are selected around Australia. The mean trend is 3.2 +/- 1.2 mm/yr. 
In this region, several sites display sea level trends of 5 mm/yr or larger. We note 
more valid points for ascending than descending tracks. The mean value of the 
closest distance to coast is 3.3 km, with a more or less uniform distribution between 
the coast and 6 km offshore. 

A map of coastal trends (averaged over 2 km along-track from the first valid point) 
is shown in Figure 3.  The figure indicates that at a significant number of sites, over 
the study period, the coastal sea level rise is in general positive (with a few 
exceptions), with values as high as 4-5 mm/yr in some regions. This is particularly 
the case in the northern and eastern parts of the Indian ocean (around Indonesia for 
the latter).  

 

 

Figure 3. Coastal sea level trends (mm/yr) at the first valid point from the 
coast at the 429 selected sites. 

 

In Figure 4 is shown a map of the distance to coast of the first valid point. 
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Figure 4:  Map of the closest distance (km) to the coast of the first valid point 
from the coast at the 429 selected sites. 

 

Figure 4 shows that in most regions, the distance to the coast of the first valid point 
in the 3-4 km range, but as discussed above, the closest distance to the coast can 
be <2 km, particularly in the Mediterranean Sea and around Australia.  

In order to investigate whether the coastal trends shown in Figure 3 differ from open 
ocean trends, the differences in sea level trends between an along-track portion of 
2 km from the closest valid point to the coast and the 14-16 km average, offshore, 
have been computed.  These are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Differences in sea level trends between an along-track band of 2 km 
from the closest valid point to the coast and the 14-16 km 

average, offshore. White points correspond to no significant 
differences (within +1/-1 mm/yr) between open ocean and coast. 

Orange-red/blue dots correspond to coastal trend 
increase/decrease at the coast. 

 

The trend difference map presented in Figure 5 shows an unexpected result: In most 
places, no significant difference (within +/-1 mm/yr) is noticed between the open 
ocean and the coastal zone. However, this is not always true. At a few sites, we 
observe a larger trend close to the coast than offshore, but with the exception of 3 
sites in the Mediterranean Sea and one site in Australia, the increase is modest, of 
1-2 mm/yr only, and possibly not significant in view of the trend uncertainties. In a 
number of cases, we note a decrease in trend as the distance to the coast decreases 
(blue points on the map). But here again just a few cases may be significant.  
Although it had been expected that coastal processes may cause some discrepancy 
in coastal sea level trends compared to the open ocean (e.g., Woodworth et al., 
2019), the results presented here seem to contradict this hypothesis. If confirmed 
by further studies, an important consequence of this observation is that it would 
be possible to extrapolate regional sea level trends computed by classical 
altimetry missions. 

In Figure 6  below are shown for each region, maps of sites where the trend at the 
coast differs by more than 1.5 mm/yr from offshore. 
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Figure 6: Map of sites where the trend at the coast differs from 1.5 mm/yr from 
offshore (Northeast Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea, Western 
Africa, North Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia and Australia) 

 

 

4. Validation with tide gauges (NOC) 

4.1. Data 

This section presents the validation of the SL_cci+ coastal sea level product (v1.1) 
against tide gauge data in six regions, namely the Northeast Atlantic Ocean, the 
Mediterranean Sea, the Western African coast, the North Indian Ocean, Southeast 
Asia, and Australia. The altimetry dataset covers the period from January 2002 to 
May 2018. The tide gauge data used here consists of monthly mean values of sea 
level spanning the same period as the altimetry data and are obtained from the 
Revised Local Reference data archive of the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level 
(http://www.psmsl.org/) (Holgate et al., 2013). To be consistent with the altimetry 
data, the dynamic atmospheric correction (DAC) is applied to the tide gauge data. 

If the sea floor at the location of a tide gauge does not move vertically, then 
collocated altimetry and tide gauge measurements will provide observations of the 

http://www.psmsl.org/
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same quantity. While generally the assumption of no vertical land motion (VLM) is a 
reasonable one when the focus is on inter-annual or shorter timescales, it does not 
hold on long timescales. In particular, accounting for VLM is essential for a proper 
comparison between altimetry and tide gauge data in terms of trends. Hence, here 
we use GPS vertical velocities to adjust the tide gauge trends for VLM wherever a 
GPS station is near the tide gauge (the criteria for selecting GPS stations is described 
later in Section 3.3), otherwise we adjust the tide gauge trends only for the Glacial 
Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) contribution to crustal uplift. The GPS data consists of 
VLM rates from three different solutions (ULR, NGL, and JPL) and are obtained from 
SONEL (https://www.sonel.org), whereas the GIA data are estimates from the ICE-
5G v1.3 model (Peltier 2004). 

4.2. Important considerations 

In validating altimetry observations against monthly tide gauge data, it is important 
to recognize that while the tide gauge data from the PSMSL represent true monthly 
mean values (they are computed as the arithmetic average of the daily mean sea 
level values in each month), the along-track altimetry data consists of at most four 
measurements per month at any particular location and thus altimetry monthly 
means will necessarily be subject to sampling uncertainty due to variability at sub-
monthly timescales. This sampling uncertainty will manifest as differences with the 
tide gauge observations, both in the variability and the trend. We will show later 
that by merging altimetry data from different tracks based on the characteristic 
spatial length scales of the sea level signals around the tide gauges allows us to use 
more values to compute monthly averages, thus alleviating the issue of sampling 
uncertainty and enabling a more appropriate assessment of the altimetry data. We 
also note that because the altimetry monthly values might be based on a different 
number of values each month, the variance of the timeseries might not be constant; 
an issue termed heteroskedasticity in statistics. If large, heteroskedasticity can lead 
to biased standard errors in ordinary least squares models, but it does not cause the 
regression coefficient estimates (e.g., trends) to be biased. 

To get a sense of how sampling uncertainty affects our validation, we have 
conducted a simple experiment using hourly data from the Fremantle tide gauge. In 
particular, we have taken the detided and DAC-corrected hourly sea-level values 
over the same period as that covered by the altimetry data (January 2002 to May 
2018) and generated 1000 surrogate hourly timeseries using a phase‐randomized 
Fourier‐transform algorithm (Prichard and Theiler, 1994). The surrogate timeseries 
generated by this algorithm have the same power spectrum, and hence 
autocorrelations (i.e., the same temporal structure), as the original tide gauge 
record. Then, for each one of the surrogate hourly timeseries we construct monthly 
timeseries in three ways: 1) as the average of all hourly values in any given month 
(i.e., true monthly means); 2) as the average of three values (10 days apart) per 
month; and 3) one hourly value per month. Finally, we compare timeseries 2) and 3) 
with 1) in terms of correlation and trend. We find that the effect of sampling 
uncertainty is fairly small when using three values per month, with correlations >0.9 
(Figure 7A) and trend differences <1 mm/yr (Figure 7B) in most cases, however the 
effect is more noticeable when using only one value per month, with a mean 

https://www.sonel.org/
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correlation of 0.73 (Figure 7A) and trend differences that are often larger than 1.5 
mm/yr (Figure 7B). It is important to keep these differences in mind when interpreting 
the results of the validation against the tide gauge data, particularly because for 
locations close to the coast, and specially over the Jason-1 period (2002-2008), it is 
often the case that there are fewer than three valid altimetry measurements in each 
month.  

 

Figure 7: (A) correlation of 3-value and 1-value monthly timeseries with the true 
monthly means. (B) Difference in trend estimates from 3-value and 1-
value monthly timeseries relative to the trend from the true monthly 

means. 

 

4.3. Validation procedure 

In designing the validation strategy, a number of points merit consideration. First, 
it is important to recognize that variability and trends in sea-level are generally 
driven by different mechanisms and hence have different spatial length scales; while 
the former is largely associated with internal variability in the ocean-atmosphere 
system trends are primarily due to ocean warming and land-ice melting. This implies 
that the agreement between altimetry observations and tide gauge data might be 
different depending on the temporal scales of variability that one is looking at. In 
turn this means that a good agreement in terms of trend does not imply the same 
for the variability and vice versa, and hence the validation needs to be conducted 
specifically for each temporal component. Here, we will compare the two types of 
datasets in terms of the sea-level annual cycle (annual amplitudes), intra-annual 
variability (correlations), and trends over the period from January 2002 to May 2018. 
As part of the processing of the altimetry data, we remove values of sea-level 
anomalies beyond both 2 m and 3 standard deviations (over the period 2002-2018); 
this is the only editing of the altimetry data performed here involving outlier 
rejection. 

A second point to consider is that, in general, altimetry measurements are not taken 
at the tide gauge locations but at some ocean point nearby, and this spatial 
separation will inevitably lead to differences between the two types of data. The 
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importance of such differences will necessarily depend on the length scales of the 
sea-level signals around the tide gauges. Hence, to minimize the impact of errors 
due to spatial separation on our validation, we estimate coherence length scales at 
each tide gauge and then consider only altimetry data that falls within these length 
scales around the tide gauges. At each tide gauge, the characteristic length scale is 
calculated by first correlating the deseasoned and detrended sea-level from the tide 
gauge record with that from along-track altimetry, and then fitting a Matérn function 
(Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) to the vector of correlations as a function of 
distance to the tide gauge. Length scales are computed separately for each track 
and so different tracks might have different length scales. Note that by convention 
the length scale is the distance at which the correlation with the tide gauge data is 
0.4, hence only tracks that have data with a correlation above 0.4 are considered. 
Using only altimetry data within a length scale from the tide gauge can reduce 
differences due to spatial separation. In addition, if more than one altimetry track 
falls within the estimated length scale, this allows us to merge the data and compute 
monthly timeseries based on many more than 3 or 4 values, alleviating the issue of 
sampling uncertainty. For example, if two tracks fall within the length scale, we are 
able to compute monthly means using up to 8 values per month, if there are three 
tracks then we can use up to 12 values per month, and so on. We construct two types 
of altimetry timeseries at each tide gauge: 1) we merge all the altimetry data from 
all tracks that fall within the characteristic length scale into one single ‘best’ 
altimetry timeseries; and 2) we bin and merge the altimetry data according to 
distances to the coast at intervals of one kilometre, thus generating one altimetry 
timeseries for each distance to the coast. Timeseries 2) enables us to assess the 
performance of the altimetry data as a function of distance to the coast.  

A third point to note is that the sea level from tide gauge records can be strongly 
affected by VLM. Hence, when comparing rates of sea-level rise from altimetry and 
tide gauges it is important to account for this land contribution. Here, this is done 
by adjusting the tide gauge rates using GPS vertical velocities as follows. If there is 
a GPS station within 5 km of the tide gauge, then we use the rates from the closer 
GPS station as our estimate of VLM at the corresponding tide gauge (averaged over 
the various solutions – ULR, NGL and JPL – available), otherwise we average the GPS 
rates over all GPS stations (and solutions) that are located within 50 km of the tide 
gauge. If there are no GPS stations within 50 km of the tide gauge, the tide gauge 
sea-level rates are adjusted only using the GIA contribution to crustal uplift. 

 

The agreement between altimetry and the tide gauges in terms of trends is evaluated 
using fractional differences (FDs), which are defined as 

FD = |𝜏𝑑|/(1.97 ∗ 𝜏𝑑𝑆𝐸) 

where 𝜏𝑑 is the trend of the time series of the sea level differences between 

altimetry and the tide gauge, SE is the associated standard error and 1.97 is the 

critical value of the Student's t-distribution for the 95% confidence level. Hence, an 

FD value >1 means that, with 95% confidence, the two trends are statistically 

different. To be as rigorous as possible in the comparison of trends and obtain proper 

standard errors, we account for serial correlation in the estimation of the trends by 
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using a regression model with first-order autoregressive errors. The model is 

analogous to that described by Chib (1993). In the presence of strong serial 

correlation, this model is more efficient than ordinary least squares (i.e., trend 

estimates are more precise) and yields more proper standard errors. 

4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Correlations 

The correlation between detrended, deseasoned sea level from tide gauge records 
and satellite altimetry (the ‘best’ timeseries computed as described in Section 3.3) 
is shown for the six study regions in Figure 8. The correlations are fairly uniform across 
both tide gauge stations and regions with a mean value of ~0.77, indicating an overall 
good match between the two types of measurement. While, in general, differences 
in correlation tend to be small across stations, a clear spatial structure is noticeable 
in some of the regions. This is most obvious along the Australian coastlines (Figure 

8F), where correlations are higher along the western coast compared to the eastern 
coast. This is indicative of sea-level signals with longer length scales along western 
Australia and should not be interpreted as reflecting a difference in altimetric 
performance between the two distinct coastlines. 

The correlations shown in Figure 8 are based on altimetric timeseries that are formed 
by merging all the altimetry data that fall within a characteristic length scale at 
each tide gauge (what we call ‘best’ altimetry time series). However, we can further 
group the altimetry data in terms of distance to the coast and this can be used to 
obtain a measure of the closest location to the coast at which the altimeter 
performance remains high. Here performance is measured in terms of correlation. 
We find that at most locations the closest we can get to the coast before correlations 
start to drop is between 2 and 6 km, with a mean value of 4 km (Figure 9). There are 
very few locations where we can get closer than 1 km without seeing a substantial 
decrease in correlation between the tide gauge and altimetry data. 
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Figure 8: Correlation of detrended, deseasoned sea level from tide gauge records 
and satellite altimetry (the ‘best’ timeseries computed as described 

in Section 3.3) in (A) the Northeast Atlantic Ocean, (B) the 
Mediterranean Sea, (C) the Western African coast, (D) the North 

Indian Ocean, (E) Southeast Asian, and (F) Australia. 

 

 

Figure 9: Histogram showing the closest distance to coast where the correlation 
between the tide gauge and altimetry data remains consistent with 

the correlation at more distant locations. 
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4.4.2. Annual amplitude 

At many coastal locations the sea-level annual cycle is the most energetic signal 
outside the tidal frequency band and so a comparison between the altimetry and 
tide gauge data in terms of this cycle provides a first-order assessment of the data 
and might highlight the existence of gross errors. Figure 10 shows the FDs for the 
amplitude of the sea-level annual cycle. The agreement between the two types of 
measurements is very good at most locations, with a mean FD of 0.17 over all 
locations. This means that, on average, differences in the annual amplitude are only 
17% of the value of the annual amplitude. Furthermore, there are only 7 stations 
where FDs > 0.5, indicating that the good agreement is uniform across tide gauge 
stations. 
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Figure 10: FDs between the amplitude of the sea-level annual cycle from tide gauge 
records and from satellite altimetry (the ‘best’ timeseries computed 
as described in Section 3.3) in (A) the Northeast Atlantic Ocean, (B) 
the Mediterranean Sea, (C) the Western African coast, (D) the North 

Indian Ocean, (E) Southeast Asian, and (F) Australia. 

4.4.3. Trends. 

The assessment of trends is conducted in terms of FDs relative to the standard errors 
associated with the trend estimates, as described in Section 3.3. The interpretation 
of the FDs is such that FDs>1 indicate that the trends from altimetry and the tide 
gauges are likely to be different from a statistical point of view, otherwise we would 
say that they are statistically consistent. We find that FDs can differ greatly across 
stations with values ranging from almost 0 to more than 6 (Figure 11), indicating that 
signals with short lengths scales can have an important contribution to the sea-level 
trends at many locations over short periods such as the one considered here (<17 
years). In particular, local VLMs that are not captured by relatively distant GPS 
stations are likely to play an important role in explaining the differences in trend 
between the tide gauge and altimetry estimates. In spite of the large spread in the 
FDs, the median FD over all stations is 0.67 and 0.58 when we include only stations 
where a GPS adjustment is made, which implies that there is a very good match 
between the altimetry and tide gauge trends at half of the stations. FDs < 1 are 
found at 162 stations out of 248, which means that the trends are statistically 
consistent at a majority of stations. We note that grouping the altimetry data 
according to distances to the coast does not in general improve the agreement with 
the tide gauges compared to using all the altimetry data that falls within the 
estimated length scales.  
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Figure 11: FDs between the sea-level trends from tide gauge records and from 
satellite altimetry (the ‘best’ timeseries computed as described in 
Section 3.3) over the period from January 2002 to May 2018 in (A) the 
Northeast Atlantic Ocean, (B) the Mediterranean Sea, (C) the Western 
African coast, (D) the North Indian Ocean, (E) Southeast Asian, and (F) 
Australia. Note that the colorbar has been saturated for the sake of 
clarity (i.e., the range of FDs is not limited to the range from 0 to 1). 

4.4.4. Diagnostics as a function of distance to the coast for selected stations. 

In this section we show a more detailed validation, including correlations and trends 
as a function of distance to the coast, at six selected tide gauge stations (one in 
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each of the six regions) (Figure 12 - Figure 17). The top-right panel in each figure 
displays a comparison of the ‘best’ monthly altimetry timeseries (computed using all 
the altimetry data that falls within one length scale around the tide gauge, as 
described in Section 3.3) with the sea level from the tide gauge records. There is, in 
general, a very good agreement between the tide gauge and altimetric timeseries 
and most discrepancies between the two occur at sub-annual timescales largely due 
to the issue of sampling uncertainty affecting the altimetry timeseries (note that the 
altimetry timeseries tend to show larger sub-annual variability). We note that, in 
most cases (77% of all tide gauges), the ‘best’ altimetry timeseries shows a higher 
correlation with the tide gauge record than any of the altimetry timeseries based on 
distance to the coast (see correlations in bottom-right panel). A large part of the 
reason for this is that when merging all the altimetry data to construct our ‘best’ 
altimetry timeseries we are able to include more values to compute the monthly 
means than when dividing the data according to distances to coast, which leads to a 
timeseries that is less affected by sampling uncertainty due to sub-monthly sea-level 
variability. Finally, we note that the correlation with tide gauge observations often 
decreases significantly at the closest points to the coast and this always should be 
taken as an indication that both the variability and the trends might be unreliable 
at such locations. 

 

 

Figure 12: Validation at the Brest tide gauge. Map showing location of the tide gauge 
(top left), ‘best’ deseasoned monthly altimetry timeseries (see 
Section 3.3) compared with the monthly tide gauge record (top 

right), trend as a function of distance to the coast (bottom left), and 
correlation as a function of distance to the coast (bottom right).  
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Figure 13: Same as Figure 12 but for the Trieste tide gauge. 

 

 

Figure 14. Same as Figure 12 but for the Dakar tide gauge. 
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Figure 15: Same as Figure 12 but for the Salalah tide gauge. 

 

 

Figure 16: Same as Figure 12 but for the Chichijima tide gauge. 
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Figure 17: Same as Figure 12 but for the Bunbury tide gauge. 

 

4.5. Conclusions. 

Validating altimetry products against tide gauge observations is essential to ensuring 
that the products can be confidently used by the scientific community. Such 
validation is, however, challenging because of a number of difficulties, including 
sampling uncertainty due to sub-monthly variability, differences due to spatial 
separation and VLM at the tide gauge locations. Here, we have demonstrated that 
the issues of sampling uncertainty and spatial separation can be alleviated by 
selecting altimetry data based on the characteristic length scales of the sea-level 
signals around the tide gauges, allowing a more proper assessment of the altimetry 
data. We have found that the new SL_cci+ coastal sea-level product provides a very 
good agreement with tide gauge observations in terms of correlations (average of 
0.77) and the sea-level annual cycle (mean FD of 0.17 for the amplitude). The 
agreement in terms of trends is less good, we presume largely because of the issue 
of VLM at tide gauge locations, but even in this case we find a median FD of 0.58 at 
locations where GPS data are available, which is still a good result. Our analysis as 
a function of distance to the coast indicates that, on average, the altimeter 
performance is good up to about 4 km to the coast but it tends to decline rapidly at 
locations closer than such distance. A final point to make is that, often, considering 
all the data that fall within the characteristic length scales of variability leads to a 
better agreement with the tide gauge data than selecting only points close to the 
coast, though ideally the determination of whether to use the altimetry data in one 
or the other way should be made on a site-by-site basis 
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5. Characterisation of uncertainties at regional scales (CLS/LEGOS) 

The goal of this WP is to estimate uncertainties associated to regional sea level 
trends. We use the approach developed by Ablain et al. (2019) based on the 
estimation of an error budget which is then used to estimate error covariance 
matrices. These matrices are introduced into the ordinary least squares formulation 
to update the distribution of model parameters, leading to a more accurate 
estimation of uncertainties. 

Here we regionalise the error budget and perform an uncertainty estimation at each 
grid step. The error budget we use is summarized below: 

 

Errors fall into three categories: biases, correlated errors or drifts. Each 
corresponding to a given covariance structure which is scaled to account for local 
error levels. 

We perform an analysis to estimate the uncertainty affecting regional sea level 
trends and accelerations. Results are shown on Figure 18, at the 90% confidence level. 

 

Figure 18, 90% confidence interval on regional sea level trends (left) and accelerations (right) 

 

How much of the global ocean is experiencing significant rise or acceleration is 
maybe a more important information. Based on C3S sea level grids, corrected for 
the TOPEX-A drift, we estimate regional sea level trends and accelerations. Our 
results suggest that 98% of the ocean is experiencing significant rise, while 70% is 
experiencing a significant acceleration. The corresponding maps are shown on Figure 
19. However one should note that we consider only errors related to the altimetric 
system (orbit stability, measurement noises, …). As a result, significant accelerations 
mainly result from low frequency natural ocean variability, which is not considered 
in this study. 

A manuscript describing these results, and the error covariance dataset is in 
preparation.  
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Figure 19: Maps of sea level trends (left) and accelerations (right), non-significant areas are hatched 
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